GENDER, SEXUALITY, & WOMEN’S STUDIES HONORS PROGRAM APPLICATION
2021-2022
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS

Entrance into the honors program requires that a student have completed at least 135 units with a minimum grade point average of 3.5 in courses counted toward the major.

NAME_______________________________________________________________

ADDRESS_______________________________________________________________________

PHONE NUMBER_______________________________________________________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS_______________________________________________________________________

OVERALL GPA______ GSW GPA___________ (both through___________)

LIST UPPER DIVISION GSW COURSEWORK:

UCD COURSE  NAME OF COURSE  PROFESSOR  GRADE
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

PROPOSED THESIS TOPIC___________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

PROPOSED THESIS ADVISOR_________________________________________________________

SIGNATURE OF THESIS ADVISOR____________________________________________________